
Digi DC-788
 

Sophisticated Parts Counting Scale

Ideal for inventory control, stock takes and despatch

Hi/lo alarm, Accumulation and second scale input
 

Water resistant keypad

100 item memory
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DC-788: Make processes faster, easier and more 
accurate with an easy to use, flexible parts 
counting scale

The Digi DC-788 is ideal for counting parts across warehouse, factory 
or depot. This easy to use scale has a 100 item memory for quick  
access to popular items and enhanced software enables easier and 
more flexible parts counting.

Robust counting whatever the  
environment

The Digi DC-788 is a tough counting scale, suitable for 
demanding environments where regular, high accuracy 
counting tasks are carried out. Its durable shell and  
water-resistant keypad make it perfect for many  
environments and for many uses. The bright red LED 
electronic display shows the weight reading brightly and 
clearly.

The low profile stainless steel top pan provided can 
be wiped down to keep it clean and adds a professional 
finish to this counting scale.

Choice of capacities and accuracies
 
The DC-788 has a choice of capacities and graduations 
available to meet your needs. Capacities range from 0.5kg 
to 50kg and graduations are available from 0.02g to 2g. 

The Tare function means that any unwanted weight,  
such as the weight of a bowl, can be removed for a  
highly accurate counting result.
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Simplify your counting processes
 
For more streamlined counting processes, set a target 
count. The Hi/lo alarm means the user knows when a 
target quantity has been reached.

Key features
 
Stainless steel top pan
Bright red LED display
Water resistant keypad
Adjustable levelling feet
100 item memory
Zero
Tare/Preset Tare
Hi/lo alarm
Auto-power off
RS-232 and external scale port fitted as standard

Easy access functions
 
The DC-788 is packed with easy to use functions 
which make weighing and counting easier. The 100 
item memory means you can access the weight 
of the items you count the most instantly, and get 
straight on with counting batches of those items.  
Accumulation means batches of items can be  
counted and then the overall total provided.

Specification
 
Capacity: 0.5kg - 50kg 
Graduations: 0.02g - 2g 
Power Supply: Mains
Dimensions: 350mm x 120mm x 335mm
Weight of Scale: Approximately 5kg
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